CSIR- CENTRAL LEATHER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ADYAR, CHENNAI- 600 020

Observes
VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK- 2018
ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION

for Class VIII, IX, X, XI and XII students

Eradicate corruption: Build a New India (English)

LAST DATE : 12 NOVEMBER 2018

WIN CASH PRIZES AND CERTIFICATES

Please visit CLRI website for more details

WWW.CLRI.ORG
EMAIL: RECRUIT@CLRI.RES.IN
Essay Writing Competition

In connection with Vigilance Awareness Week - 2018 (29th October to 3rd November 2018) CSIR-Central Leather Research Institute, Chennai is conducting Essay Competition for School children on the Theme “Eradicate corruption: Build a New India”. The Essay Competition aims to make the youth aware of the ill effects of corruption, the means to fight them and creating public opinion against corruption to eliminate the menace of the corruption at root level.

INSTRUCTIONS & TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1) The competition is conducted in 2 categories
   I. High School category (Class VIII, IX & X)
   II. Senior Secondary category (Class XI & XII)

2) The topic for the Essay Competition will be:

Eradicate corruption: Build a New India

3) Each essay should not exceed 1500 words.

4) All eligible participants will have to send one essay in either Tamil or Hindi or English through post to Section Officer, EI Section, CSIR-CLRI, Sardar Patel Road, Chennai-600 020.

5) Manuscripts of the Essay can also be scanned and sent to the Section Officer, EI Section, CSIR-CLRI through e mail to recruit@clri.res.in.

6) Details of the participant including Name, Date of Birth, Class, Name & Address of school, communication address, telephone/mobile number(s), E-mail ID etc., are to be furnished along with the essay. A copy of the Student ID card (Hard Copy/Soft copy) must be enclosed with the Essay.

7) All the participants should submit/attach a coloured passport size photo along with their essay.

8) Last date for receipt of entries would be 12.11.2018. Essay submitted after the last date either by e mail or by post shall not be considered.

9) Entries not fulfilling the above criteria would be rejected.

10) The jury would select 3 best essays (First, Second, Third Prize) in each category for the prizes as given below.

11) Prizes:
   a. First Prize : Rs 1000/- and Certificate
   b. Second Prize : Rs 800/- and Certificate
   c. Third Prize : Rs 600/- and Certificate

12) With regard to rules, terms and conditions of the Essay Competition, the decision of Competent Authority CSIR-CLRI is final and binding on the contestants.

(M ARUN MANIKANDA BHARATHI)
SECTION OFFICER-VIGILANCE